Prepared Mind Tactics
Required Items for Range Day
1. Firearm/s (specific to course of training) and must be in safe functioning order.
2. Minimum quantity of rounds of range ammunition, specific amount to be listed on
training announcement. All PMT classes require a min of 50 rounds, tactical courses req
150 or more.
3. Safety glasses (if you wear prescription glasses contact your optician to determine if
your current glasses have ballistic lenses) you glasses may meet this standard, but
you’re responsible to ensure this.
4. Hearing protection, those forms of hearing protection specifically designed for shooting
sports are recommended.
5. Brimmed hats are highly recommended as this helps prevent shell casings from going in
your face or in a shirt. Baseball style hats work best with muff style hearing protection,
but full brimmed hats work also.
6. Adequate reload method for type of weapon you’re training with, semi auto owners
should bring min of 2 magazines and revolver owners should bring a min of 2 speed
loaders or moon clips. Tactical courses require min of 3 each with 4 or more
recommended.
7. Weather appropriate clothing, once a class is scheduled training will commence
regardless of weather. Severe weather cancelations will occur at instructor discretion
only.
8. Any item/s specifically listed on the training announcement.
9. A positive attitude and open mind ready to learn and be engaged in training.
10. Recommended but not required:
 Water, Gatorade, or other non-alcoholic beverage of choice
 Snacks, sandwiches, and other food items (light fare)
 Sunscreen
 Bug repellant
 Comfortable shoes and clothing; this training will be conducted outside so
choose your clothing accordingly
 Some of the training locations used have no bathroom facility and the nearest is
not close, so bring what you may need to utilize nature.
 Waterless instant hand sanitizer




Lawn chair or other outdoor capable seating
Pens, pencils, and or notepad for notes

If you have any questions about anything please contact me previous to your scheduled training
day to ensure that your properly equipped on training day.

